
L-BK

Choose from 
3 available sizes.  

You can easily set up the

counter in any place,

because we have equipped

it has 4 wheels, due to 

2 brakes the device will 

stand steadily.

Gain the 
dedicated space 

You will save the time of your
staff, because your customers
will gain convenient access
to each bouquet on 3 sides.

Sell   fast with 
no extra costs

Your flowers will remain
fresh for a long time,
because we used the
dynamic cooling in the device.

Keep the
flowers fresh

Display more
and sell in a 
self-service mode

Place in 6, 9 or 12
containers with a diameter 
of 27 cm, depending on the 
chosen size of the counter.
The containers are not part of the offer.

You can arrange your 

compositions freely, 

because we have equipped 

the counter in removable 

segments.

You will set up a low

temperature quickly,

because we used an

electronic controller 

with a clear display.

You will easily maintain

the condenser clean,

because you'll get access 

to it without using it

any tools.

Do you have ready-made flower arrangements and want to sell them quickly in a functional device?

Now fresh flowers are at hand.

The L-BK refrigerated counter is a solution for you, if you give your customers the freedom of choice.

82 cm 118 cm 145 cm

You will take care of the 

environment, because 

for cooling we used 

ecological refrigerant

R-290.

You will emphasize the 

character of your brand

because we will paint 

the counter in the colour 

of your choice.

You will show every detail,

because the mirror cover

and sides made of tempered 

glass allow you to see every 

side of the flowers.

You will surprise your 

customers with vivid colours, 

due to stainless steel cover 

"super mirror".

You will show the prices

in a visible place,

because on the front 

we put panels for all

relevant information.

You can easily 

clean it, because

the device is made 

of high quality

stainless steel.

PROVIDE CONVENIENCE FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR CUSTOMERS

10 benefits to support your business

Combine freedom with savings

The containers in the photos are not part of the device.

UP TO 2 TIMES LONGER LASTING
FRESHNESS OF FLOWERS,
which we confirmed
durability test
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TECHNICAL DATA

lenght 82; 118; 145 cm 

depth 95 cm

closed device height 118 cm

exposition lenght

exposition depth 75,5 cm

place for containers 6; 9; 12 pcs 

temperatures range

refrigerant (HC) R -290 

rated voltage 230 V~ / 50 Hz

rated power

defrosting

280 W ÷ 390 W

automatic

+1°C ÷ +10°C 

open device height 191 cm

71; 107; 134 cm

day 01

day 03

day 05

For the test, we chose the 3 species of flowers that 

have not been previously cooled. We put half of them 

in the counter, the other was kept at room temperature.

See the photos below. This is how the flowers in the counter

changed. Due to the lower temperature, they remain 

fresh twice as long, compared to the ones that were 

outside the counter.

www.rapa.pl/en

The flowers subjected to the experiment were derived from the same
suppliers, from one collective package.
The water in the tanks was changed regularly and in the same
frequencies for each group.

The "RAPA" company reserves the right to make changes in the characteristics and appearance of manufactured devices. The information provided in this folder is not
binding and does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code.

REFRIGERATED 
FLOWER COUNTER

RAPA sp. j.
 9 Ceramiczna Street 

20-149 Lublin, Poland

+48 81 718 46 51

rapa@rapa.lublin.pl

energy class 82 cm        

118,145 cm 
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